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The mοments οf making is a cut iτrto the οοnstruct of time vrhere all moments
_ the past, present, future- fοld into one within the space οf memory. The Sundry
narratives influenced by memory that inforαr the space of wοrk are nοt necessarily
visible, yet a faint stain οr a dot marks the spot that frames the act of making and
the naπatives wi&in ιvhiοh all times exist. Loops of thread, Ιayers οf wax, plant like
arabοsques or the dοts are evidenοe of a time that was present, perceived only as
the artist's breath.

The repetitiοn and the fragility of materials produce a semblanοe οf order οn
the verge of falting into despair and chaos. one can look at a sinμlar dot as a
trace, an evidοnce of an ephemeral existencο which is infinitely represented,
perhaps alluding a philosophical, metaphysical reading οf the self as infinite and in a
constant state of beοoπing in the tempοral Spaοe of life and death. Marks, dοts οr
knots embοdy my οbsessive need tο retain and make visible the present that is
arbitrarily and cοntinuοusly slipping into the irretrievable past of abstracting itsοlf
intο the future.

Disintegratiοn and metamorphosis
The metamοφhοsis of an οrdinary thing into sοmething indescribably subΙime has

stayed with me in my praοticο, r,γhere the naming and knοwing of οbjeοts and
materiaΙs are constantly οhallenged by the οontext. My struggle and redemptiοn in
art is the transformatiοn οf a negligible object whether it is toilet paper οr a found
page οf a bοοk, intο an οbject filled with pathos. often, the fragilfu οf the materials
threatens tο undermine the very existence of the piecο itselξ Ιike the emptiness that
is the bedlam arrd the heΙ of the bοdy and the mind.
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